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Abstract
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) typically use massive amounts of data. This data
consist of several layers, for instance road networks, water networks, land usage, etc. Even
for one layer storing all data in internal memory is often not possible. Hence, only a part
of the data is stored in memory; the rest is stored on disk. When we need data from the
disk we will need to swap data in memory with data on disk. Every I/O-operation, i.e.
loading or writing data to disk, takes significantly longer than an operation applied on
data already in memory. Therefore we want to minimize the number of I/O-operations
accessing the disk. One way to accomplish this for geographic data is by storing the data
in an I/O-efficient quadtree.
We construct I/O-efficient quadtrees for two commonly used types of layers, namely fat
triangulations and low density subdivisions. In a fat triangulation all angles are bounded
from below by a fixed positive constant δ and in a low density subdivision any disk D intersects at most λ segments whose length is at least the diameter of D, for some constant λ.
De Berg et al. already presented algorithms for constructing such quadtrees. They
build the quadtree bottom-up and try to immediately find the right level of recursion.
Although these algorithms have quite good I/O-bounds, they are rather complicated and
they may often create a larger quadtree than necessary. The I/O-efficient algorithm we
present constructs a quadtree in a top-down manner resulting in a simpler algorithm and
equal or even better results in theory and in practice, than the previous algorithm.
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I/O-efficient Quadtrees

Chapter 1
Introduction
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are used by many people every day, for example, a
navigation system in a car that computes a route to a destination. The navigation system
shows not only the road ahead, it also shows nearby rivers, lakes, petrol stations, restaurants and so on. The user has the option to show or hide some of this information and
therefore each type of information is stored separately, in a so-called layer. The selected
layers are placed on top of each other, probably causing objects to be shown on top of each
other. Hence some computations are done to pretty print the information in the layers. To
pretty print the objects in the layers we want to know which objects intersect each other
and which objects lie within another object.
The layers often contain huge amounts of data and performing tasks, such as loading
all objects that belong to a certain geographic region in internal memory, should be done
efficiently. Suppose that all these objects are stored at an arbitrary place on the disk,
then for each object we need one I/O-operation to load the object in internal memory.
Computations based on information stored on disk are a factor 1 000 000 slower than computations on information already in memory. So the running time of an algorithm benefits
when it performs as few I/O-operations as possible. For this reason the design and analysis
of I/O-efficient algorithms is an important research topic.
Now suppose we rearrange the location of the objects stored on disk, such that all objects that belong to a certain geographic region are stored together in one contiguous block
of the disk. Then loading all objects that belong to a certain geographic region in internal
memory becomes loading those blocks from disk that together contain all objects in the
requested region. Loading one contiguous block from disk is almost as fast as loading only
one piece of information from disk. Hence, loading all objects of a region now needs less
I/O’s because multiple relevant objects are loaded from disk in one I/O-operation.
When our internal memory contains the maximal number of blocks that fit and we need
another block of information stored on disk, we swap out a previously loaded block. Now
suppose that for the next computation we need the block we just swapped out, then each
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block can be loaded multiple times in internal memory. Due to this swapping many I/O’s
can occur, so we want to ensure that whenever we swap out a block, we do not need that
block anymore.
Deciding which block to swap out to make room for a new block is usually done by the
operating system. Our main focus is to distribute the geographic features over the blocks
in a suitable manner, so that a block contains features that are close together.
We compute suitable geographic regions that fit in one block of disk space by subdividing
a geographical map into squares. This subdivision results in a so-called quadtree. Each
square then corresponds to a geographical area and we store all information which belongs
to that geographical area into one block on the disk.

1.1

Preliminaries

I/O-model
We analyze our I/O-efficient algorithms with the model introduced by Aggarwal and Vitter [AV88]. This model considers a computer with an internal memory of size M and
an arbitrarily large disk. On the disk, data is stored in blocks of size B and a block is
loaded into internal memory whenever an algorithm wants to work on the data inside that
block. The number of blocks that are transferred between disk and internal memory by an
algorithm is called the I/O-complexity of the algorithm. Scanning a set of n consecutive
items from disk in this model costs us scan(n) = dn/Be I/O’s. Sorting can be done with
sort(n) = Θ((n/B) logM/B (n/B)) I/O’s [AV88].
Cache-oblivious algorithms are algorithms that do not use the actual values for M and B.
Therefore they do not need parameter tuning and often exhibit good I/O-behavior over all
levels of memory in a multilevel memory hierarchy [FLPR99].
δ-fat and λ-dense subdivisions
Constructing a quadtree I/O-efficiently for an arbitrary subdivision can be quite hard.
Therefore we make reasonable assumptions for the type of subdivision for which we construct a quadtree. The first type of subdivision is a δ-fat triangulation. In such triangulation every angle is at least δ for a fixed constant δ > 0 (see Figure 1.1(a)). Secondly we
consider λ-dense subdivisions. In a λ-dense subdivision any disk D intersects at most λ
edges whose length is at least the diameter of D, for a fixed constant λ > 0.
In Figure 1.1(b) we see a disk D with diameter diam(D) that intersects five segments.
Only two segments have a length equal or larger than diam(D) and therefore the density
λ for disk D is 2. If for any disk D holds that λ is at most 2, the density of the subdivision
is 2.
Any δ-fat triangulation has density O(1/λ) [dBKvSV02], so a solution for low density subdivisions can also be used for δ-fat triangulations. We believe that subdivisions found in
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practice are often δ-fat or λ-dense. Therefore it is interesting to find good I/O-bounds for
constructing and using these kind of subdivisions.

δ

≥δ
≥δ

≥δ

(a) The minimal angle in
any triangle of a δ-fat triangulation is δ.

D
(b) Disk D with density λ = 2.

Figure 1.1: Two types of subdivisions often found in practice.

Quadtrees
A quadtree is a data structure frequently used for indexing geographical information. Let
S be a set of objects lying in the unit square U = [0, 1i2 . The root of the quadtree
based on the objects in S corresponds to the unit square U . The four children of the root
correspond to the four quadrants of U . The recursive partitioning of U into smaller and
smaller subsquares continues until some stopping criterion is met. For example, if S is a
set of points, we could keep on subdividing until each cell in the final partitioning contains
at most one point (see Figure 1.2). This recursive partitioning can be modeled as a tree
structure. Each internal node corresponds to a square that has been split; we call such a
cell a split cell. Each leaf node corresponds to a cell that satisfies the stopping rule and is
therefore not split; we call such a cell a leaf cell. A leaf node stores the objects intersecting
the corresponding leaf cell. Note that any cell used by the quadtree is a square that can
be obtained by recursive partitioning of the unit square into quadrants. We call such a
square a canonical square.
Normally a quadtree is stored as a tree structure, where each internal node has four
children. An alternative is to discard all internal nodes, and only keep the leaf nodes. These
leaf nodes are then sorted along some space-filling curve which we explain in more detail
later. The linear ordering provided by the space-filling curve makes it possible to build a
1−dimensional search tree structure on the leaf cells. This special type of quadtree is called
the linear quadtree and it was introduced by Gargantini [Gar82]. A linear quadtree is very
useful when used in external memory applications, because we can use an I/O-efficient
1−dimensional search structure such as a B-tree [Pag03]. This allows efficient point location and range searching.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: a) Quadtree constructed with at most one point per leaf cell. b) the actual
tree representation (using the Z-space-filling curve).

Constructing a quadtree means that we split the unit square U recursively until some
stopping rule is met. For example we could construct a quadtree for a set of points such
that each leaf cell contains at most one point (Figure 1.2). When these points are very
close together we need to split many times until the stopping rule is met. This causes very
deep paths in the quadtree and the number of constructed leaf cells can become arbitrary
large. Therefore we use compressed quadtrees [Sam89] to compress such paths into a single
node in the quadtree (Figure 1.3).
We compress such paths as follows: For each internal node q on the path, if three leaf
children of q together do not contradict the stopping rule we merge these children. Then
we merge all consecutive compressed cells on the path if they together do not contradict
the stopping rule. Consider the example in Figure 1.2, we see one split cell with four
leaf children that all contain one point. We can not merge these cells because then we
contradict the stopping rule (at most one point per cell). Along the path from the root to
this split cell at each internal node we merge three leaf cells together without contradicting
the stopping rule. Then all three merged parts contain together one point, so they do not
contradict the stopping rule and we can merge them together. The resulting compressed
quadtree is shown in Figure 1.3. Usually when using compressed quadtrees only empty cells
are merged. For us it is more convenient that we allow one or more objects intersecting
the compressed cells.

The compressed cells are called donut cells. A donut cell d constructed by our algorithm
consists of one hole h which is always a smaller canonical square inside d. The donut is
the area of d without hole h. Even when a hole touches the boundary of a cell, we still call
that cell a donut cell (Figure 1.4).

6
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.3: a) Compressed version of the quadtree in Figure 1.2. b) the actual tree representation (using the Z-space-filling curve).

Figure 1.4: Three donut cells. The black canonical square is the hole of the donut cell.

The Z- and Z- space-filling curve
We use a space-filling curve to map all points in a square [0, 1i2 to the range [0, 1i. We
use the Z-space-filling curve which visits each square recursively by visiting its quadrants
in the order top left, top right, bottom left and bottom right (Figure 1.5(a)). The order
in which the quadrants are visited is called the Z-order. For any two points that do not
coincide we define the Z-order of these two points equal to the Z-order of the canonical
squares separating these two points.
For example, points in the top left quadrant of canonical square [0, 1i2 are mapped to the
range [0, 0.25i and points in the top right quadrant are mapped to the range [0.25, 0.5i.
When we split a canonical square into four quadrants then also the range of that square is
split into four equally sized ranges such that each quadrant is mapped linearly in Z-order
to their corresponding range. So when two points p and q are split by canonical squares,
then p and q are contained in different contiguous ranges. Then the Z-order of p and q is
equal to the Z-order of the contiguous ranges.
The Morton block index of a point p = (px , py ) in [0, 1i2 is obtained by interleaving the
bits of the fractional parts of px and py , starting with the first bit of py [Mor66]. Any two
points in U that do not coincide can be uniquely ordered by their Morton block indices.
The origin of the unit square U is at the bottom left corner of U . The first point in Z-order
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is the top left corner of U and from this point the Z-space-filling curve ends at the bottom
right corner of U . The Z-indices of any two points that do not coincide define the order of
the two points on the Z-space-filling curve. The Z-index of a point p = (px , py ) is, due to
the origin of U , the Morton block index of (px , 1 − py ). Then the top left corner of U has
Z-index 0 and the Z-indices of all points in U are in order of the Z-space-filling curve.
We define any canonical square σ of U to include its upper and left boundary and to exclude its lower and bottom boundary, then σ corresponds to a contiguous set of Z-indices.
The upper left corner of τ has then lowest Z-index of all points in τ and we will use this
Z-index to represent leaf cells of the quadtree we construct.
We also use the Z-space-filling curve which is the horizontal mirrored version of the
Z-space-filling curve (see Figure 1.5(b)). The Z-index of a point p = (px , py ) is the Z-index
of point (1 − px , py ). Due to the chosen origin of U the Z-index of point p is the Morton
block index of (1 − px , 1 − py ).
The Z-space-filling curve is used by our algorithm to index any vertical or negative slope
segment s as follows: Z(s) is the Z-index of the top- and leftmost vertex of segment s. For
any horizontal or positive slope segment t we use the Z-space-filling curve to index t as
follows: Z(t) is the Z-index of the top- and rightmost vertex of the segment t.
Z(0, 1) = 0

(1, 1)

(0, 0)

Z(1, 1) = 0

(0, 0)
(a)

(b)

Figure 1.5: a) the Z-space-filling curve, b) the Z-space-filling curve, both in unit square U .

1.2

Previous work on I/O-efficient quadtrees

De Berg et al. [dBHTT07] construct a quadtree for a δ-fat triangulation T with n segments.
They call their quadtree a star-quadtree. This star-quadtree can simply be constructed by
recursively splitting the unit square into quadrants such that in each leaf cell σ all segments
are adjacent to one vertex and in the parent of σ not all segments are adjacent to one vertex. This easy, top-down approach for constructing the quadtree runs in O(n2 /B) I/O’s
and therefore they construct the very same quadtree in another, I/O-efficient manner. For
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this, they try to immediately find the right level of recursion by using local computations
instead of the top-down approach. In this way they construct a star-quadtree for T with
O(n/δ) cells and O(n/δ 2 ) cell-segment intersections in O(sort(n/δ 2 )) I/O’s.
For λ-dense subdivisions with n segments De Berg et al. construct a compressed
quadtree called a guard-quadtree. They do so by computing all bounding box vertices
of the n segments which they call guards, sort them in Z-order and then for any two consecutive guards that do not coincide they compute the smallest canonical square τ around
these guards and output the five Z-indices separating the children of τ . Then duplicate
cells are removed and the resulting compressed quadtree is build in O(sort(n)) I/O’s. Since
each cell contains at most one guard, this results in O(nλ) cell-segment intersections. To
improve this result they try to merge, in O(scan(n)) I/O’s, small cells (having less than
λ∗ guards) into larger cells or donuts. The actual value of λ for a certain subdivision is
not known in advance so in their algorithm they initially guess λ∗ = 1 and whenever it
turns out that λ∗ is too small they double it and recompute the merge step. Due to this
repeated merging their algorithm runs in O(sort(n) log λ) I/O’s. Once the guard-quadtree
is constructed it has O(n/λ) cells and O(n) cell-segment intersections.

1.3

Problem statement

We want to develop an I/O-efficient version of a quadtree for fat triangulations and low
density subdivisions. We present I/O-efficient algorithms that construct these I/O-efficient
quadtrees. Our goal is to show that our algorithm gives, both in theory and practice, equal
or even better results than previously constructed I/O-efficient quadtrees (see Section 1.2).
We will experimentally construct I/O-efficient quadtrees for fat triangulations to get a
better understanding of how the various variables influence the constructed quadtrees.
Furthermore, we compare the results of our algorithm with the results of previously proposed I/O-efficient quadtrees.
For low density subdivisions our goal is to adapt the proposed algorithm for fat triangulations such that it constructs compressed cells I/O-efficiently. Especially, we do not want
to construct first a quadtree and in a second step merge suitable cells together. We want
that our algorithm outputs compressed cells during the construction of the I/O-efficient
quadtree.

1.4

Our Results

We show how to I/O-efficiently construct linear quadtrees for δ-fat triangulations and λdense subdivisions. The algorithm we present is simpler and gives the same or even better
results than the algorithm of De Berg et al. [dBHTT].
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For δ-fat triangulations our quadtree is defined by recursively splitting the unit square
into quadrants until at most block size B segments intersect a cell. Under the assumption
that the block size B is at least a constant factor of δ, we prove that our quadtree is of
linear size and has equal or less cells and equal or less cell-segment intersections than the
star-quadtree of De Berg et al. For a δ-fat triangulation with n segments, our algorithm
will use only O(scan(n/δ log(1/δ)+sort(n/δ)) I/O’s to construct a quadtree with O(n/δ)
cells and O((n/δ log(1/δ)) cell-segment intersections.
For a λ-dense subdivision with n segments we propose how to adapt the algorithm for
δ-fat triangulations such that a linear compressed quadtree is constructed. We investigate
the problems that occur when constructing the compressed quadtree I/O-efficiently.
In the next chapter (Chapter 2) we will describe the general idea behind the new
algorithm and how to build a quadtree in Z-order. Then we give an algorithm to build a
quadtree on fat triangulations I/O-efficiently in Chapter 3. In the last section of Chapter 3
we present experimental results for our algorithm and the previous algorithm. In Chapter 4
we investigate how to construct a compressed quadtree for a low density subdivision.
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Chapter 2
Build a quadtree in Z-order
Figure 2.1 depicts the general idea behind our new algorithm; Given a triangulation T
(left) we split T into a positive (upper trail) and a negative (lower trail) slope subdivision.
Given the block size B, then for both subdivisions we create a quadtree, where each leaf
cell contains at most B/2 segments. In the end we merge the two quadtrees into a quadtree
for T (right). This latter quadtree has at most B segments per leaf cell. In this chapter
we will describe these general ideas in more detail and in the next chapter we apply these
ideas to build a quadtree for fat triangulations (Chapter 3).

Figure 2.1: A δ-fat triangulation (left) is split into a negative and a positive slope subdivision. Then with blocksize B = 8 two quadtrees are build for these subdivisions, each
having at most 4 segments per cell. Merging the quadtrees for both subdivisions gives the
quadtree for the δ-fat triangulation with at most 8 segments per cell (right).

I/O-efficient Quadtrees
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2.1

General algorithm

Algorithm 2.1 builds a quadtree for subdivision F as follows. First the algorithm splits F
into two sets, which contain respectively the positive and negative slope segments (Line 1).
A set with negative slope segments has the following property:
Lemma 2.1. Given a set of negative slope segments Fneg and a canonical square σ with
Z-indices [zs , ze i, then all segments intersecting σ have Z-index smaller than ze .
Proof. Due to the negative slope, all upper left vertices of negative slope segments intersecting σ must lie above b, the horizontal line through the bottom boundary of σ and
left of r, the vertical line through the right boundary of σ (see Figure 2.2). Therefore all
segments intersecting σ have Z-index smaller than ze .
r

b

σ

ze

Figure 2.2: The gray area is the already constructed part of the quadtree. Cell σ is the
latest constructed cell and ze marks the start of the yet to be constructed part of the
quadtree. Negative slope segments above line b and left of line r are the only negative
slope segments that can intersect σ.
So when we read the segments of Fneg in Z-order and construct a quadtree for them
in Z-order, then due to Lemma 2.1 we have read all segments of Fneg that intersect the
already constructed part of the quadtree.
To see why we split the subdivision F into positive and negative slope segments, suppose
we would not. Let the Z-index of a positive slope segment is the Z-index of its upper right
vertex. Then we read the segments of F in Z-order and we create a quadtree for F in
Z-order, once we construct any leaf cell σ there is still the possibility that a not yet read
positive slope segment intersects σ (see Figure 2.3). So when we read a positive slope
segment s we should check if s intersects all previous constructed leaf cells and if so we
must add s to these leaf cells. When our memory is small and only a few leaf cells fit in
memory at once this obviously causes many I/O’s per positive slope segment we encounter.
We do not want to treat positive slope segments in Z-order and we want a similar
property (Lemma 2.1) for positive slope segments Fpos as we have for the negative slope
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Algorithm 2.1: BuildQuadtreeComplete
Input: a subdivision F
Output: List of (leaf cell, segment/triangle ∈ F) pairs: Zlist ← [ ]
Variables: List of (leaf cell, segment ∈ F) pairs: Zlist pos , Zlist neg , Zlist neg ← [ ]
Variables: list of segments: Fpos , Fneg , Fneg , SWindow ← [ ]
Variables: boundary list: Blist ← [ ]
Split(F,Fneg ,Fpos )
Fpos ← MirrorHorizontally(Fpos )
SortSegments(Fneg , Z-order)
SortSegments( Fpos , Z-order)
Zlist neg ← BuildQuadtreeOneSlope(Fneg )
Zlist pos ← BuildQuadtreeOneSlope( Fpos )
Zlist pos ← MirrorHorizontally(Zlist pos )
SortCells(Zlist pos , Z-order)
Zlist ← MapOverlay(Zlist neg ,Zlist pos )
return Zlist

segments. We obtain this property for positive slope segments in one of the following two
ways. First we can use a Z-order instead of a Z-order which requires the actual computation of the Z-order and swapping the role of left and right cell boundaries. We use a second
and easier way which give us the same result. We horizontally mirror all positive slope
segments by replacing the x-coordinates of the positive segments with (1 − x), resulting in
subdivision Fpos (Line 2). In Fpos all positive segments from Fpos are turned into negative
segments and we reuse the same algorithms for both subdivisions Fneg and Fpos . Note
that the mirrored segment s∈ Fpos with Z-index Z(s) corresponds to the segment s∈F pos
with Z-index Z(s).
We want to process the segments in Z-order, so in lines 3 and 4 we sort both sets (Fneg
and Fpos ) in Z-order. Then we compute for both sets the leaves of the quadtree (Lines 5
and 6). How the procedure BuildQuadtreeOneSlope works in detail is explained in Chapter 3 for δ-fat triangulations. For now we only have to know that the maximum number of
segments per leaf cell is B/2 for given block size B and the procedure BuildQuadtreeOneSlope returns the quadtree as a list. This list contains all leaf cells of the constructed
quadtree. The leaf cells are represented by the Z-index of its upper left corner and they
are stored in Z-order in the list. Each leaf cell is stored together with all intersecting
segments. Also leaf cells that do not intersect any segment are stored in the list, hence all
Z-indices of the upper left corners of the cells define exactly the complete quadtree. The
quadtrees constructed by procedure BuildQuadtreeOneSlope in lines 5 and 6 are stored
in the lists Zlist neg and Zlist pos . In these lists duplicates of segments exists, because one
segment may intersect multiple leaf cells. The total number of segments in these lists is
equal to the number of cell-segment intersections I.
In line 2 we mirrored our positive slope segments into negative slope segments, therefore
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Figure 2.3: Scanning a positive slope segment in Z-order. The gray cells are already
scanned cells. The positive slope segment is scanned after the gray cells were constructed.
This segment must be added to all intersecting (gray) cells causing many additional I/O’s.

our output Zlist pos is a quadtree solution for the mirrored segments. In line 9 we want to
merge both quadtrees into a quadtree solution for F. We do this I/O-efficiently by first
mirroring Zlist pos into Zlist pos and then scanning both Zlist pos and Zlist neg in Z-order. We
do so by again replacing the x-coordinates of all segments in Zlist pos with (1 − x) and for
each leaf cell we must decompose its Z-index into x and y coordinates, replace x by 1 − x
and compute the Z-index again (Line 7).
In σpos :

Out:

In σneg :

(1)

+

=

(2)

+

=

(3)

+

=

(4)

+

=

Figure 2.4: Map overlay of cell σpos and the corresponding cells of σneg . Cells in memory
are shown gray. From top to bottom we see the intermediate steps of the map overlay of
σpos and σneg . The overlay result that is written to disk is shown in the column ’out’.

We sort Zlist pos in Z-order of occurring leaf cells in line 8 and then we overlay Zlist neg
and Zlist pos I/O-efficiently by scanning both lists, as follows: Suppose we just scanned the
leaf cells σneg ∈Zlist neg and σpos ∈Zlist pos . Let S(σneg ) and S(σpos ) be the sets of segments
stored with σneg and σpos respectively. Both cells σpos and σneg fit in one block B of memory by construction. Suppose that σpos is larger than σneg , then we output cell σneg to
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Zlist together with the segments S(σneg ) and all segments S(σpos ) which intersect σneg (see
Figure 2.4(1)). After this, when σpos is still not completely written to disk, we load a new
σneg and do the same until cell σpos is completely written to disk (see Figure 2.4(2,3,4)).
The other case when σpos is smaller than σneg is similar and when both cells are equally
sized then all segments are simply added to Zlist with their original leaf cell Z-index. In
this way we never need more than one block of memory for σpos and σneg and we need one
additional block of memory to compute their overlay which is written to disk.
Merging Zlist pos and Zlist neg is more complicated for triangulations when we want to
store which triangles intersect a leaf cell instead of which segments. A simple solution
is to store together with every segment the two adjacent triangles. That means we only
need to store two points for the segment and two additional points for the triangles. Then
the segment becomes twice as large to store. Because in line 5 and 6 of Algorithm 2.1 we
construct two quadtrees with in each leaf cell at most B/2 segments, the segments together
with two additional points still fit in one block B. In the final step when we merge the
positive and negative slope segments we know which triangles intersect a leaf cell.

2.2

I/O-analysis

Lemma 2.2. For a δ-fat subdivision F with n segments, Algorithm 2.1 constructs a linear
quadtree with C cells and I cell-segment intersections, in O(sort(I)) I/O’s.
Proof. In line 1 of Algorithm 2.1 we split the segments in negative and positive slope in
O(scan(n)) I/O’s. We immediately mirror any positive slope we encounter, so line 2 does
not need additional I/O’s. Then in line 3 and line 4 we sort l negative and k positive
segments (with l + k = n) in O(sort(l)+sort(k))≤O(sort(n)) I/O’s.
Lemma 3.7 in Chapter 3 proves that line 5 and line 6 need O(scan(I)) I/O’s for δ-fat
triangulations.
At this point Zlist neg and Zlist pos contain together at most I segments. In O(scan(I))
I/O’s we mirror Zlist pos into Zlist pos in line 8. We store each pointer to a cell together with
its Z-index in a pointer list. Then we sort this pointer list in Z-order in O(sort(C)) I/O’s.
At last we overlay Zlist neg and Zlist pos for which we linearly scan through both Zlist neg
and Zlist pos , so this step needs O(scan(I)) I/O’s.
So in total we need:
O(scan(n)) + O(sort(n)) + O(scan(I)) + O(sort(C)) I/O’s.
Hence we need O(scan(I) + sort(C)) I/O’s.
At any step of Algorithm 2.1 we need at most four variables to be kept in memory,
namely in line 5 (resp. line 6) we need input Fneg , output Zlist neg and variables SWindow
and Blist (explained in Chapter 3). For each variable we need one block of memory, except
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for the boundary list Blist (see Section 3.2) which needs two blocks of memory. So in total
our memory M should be at least 5 blocks large.
In the next chapter we study how the above algorithm works for fat triangulations. We
concentrate on the construction of the quadtree for a set with only negative slope segments.
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Chapter 3
Fat triangulations
In this chapter we describe how our algorithm performs on fat triangulations and we will
show the following:
Theorem 3.1. Let F be a δ-fat triangulation with n segments. Under assumption that
block size B is at least 2π/δ, we can construct, in O(scan((n/δ) log(1/δ) + sort(n/δ))
I/O’s, a linear quadtree for F that stores O(n/δ log(1/δ)) cell-segment intersections.
First we give an implementation of the functions given at lines 5 and 6 of Algorithm 2.1
that construct a quadtree for a one-type-of-slope subdivision (Section 3.1). Then we investigate how the boundary list of our algorithm works I/O-efficiently (Section 3.2). After
that we analyze the number of I/O’s needed to construct a quadtree for a one-type-ofslope subdivision (Section 3.3). The number of I/O’s needed by our algorithm depends on
the number of cell-segment intersections, which we investigate in Section 3.4. After that
we put everything together and analyze the total number of I/O’s needed to construct a
quadtree for a δ-fat triangulation, based on Algorithm 2.1. In the last section (Section 3.5)
we experimentally evaluate our algorithm in particular in comparison with the algorithm
by De Berg et al. [dBHTT].

3.1

Algorithm for δ-fat triangulations

In this section we present Algorithm 3.1 which constructs a quadtree for a negative slope
subdivision Fneg . This subdivision is a list of negative slope segments sorted in Z-order.
Given a block size B, each leaf cell in the constructed quadtree intersects at most B/2
segments. All leaf cells are stored with their intersecting segments in the global variable
Zlist. This Zlist is at any time sorted in Z-order of the occurring leaf cells.
During the construction of the quadtree we maintain a boundary list Blist (Section 3.2) that
stores the segments that intersect the boundary between the part of the quadtree already
constructed (covered by leaves) and the not yet constructed part of the quadtree. In other
words, Blist contains the segments that intersect the boundary between Z[0,topleft(τ )i and
Z[topleft(τ ), 1i for the cell to be constructed with respect to τ . We update the Z-indices
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of segments added to the boundary list with the Z-index of their intersection point. In
this way the segment in the boundary list with lowest Z-index is the first segment of the
boundary list to consider when constructing the next cell of the quadtree.
We also maintain a segment window SWindow to store the currently interesting segments
that are needed to construct the next cell. SWindow contains at most B/2 + 1 segments
that intersect the not yet constructed part of the quadtree. Let Zs be the first Z-index of
the not yet constructed part of the quadtree, then the segments in SWindow are the first
segments we encounter when we walk over the Z-order curve, starting at Z-index Zs . The
segments in SWindow are also sorted in this order. The first segments we encounter are
either segments from the original input Fneg or from the boundary list Blist. Each time we
add a segment to the segment windows, this is the segment with smallest Z-index which
occurs on top of either Fneg or Blist. We call filling SWindow with segments scanning.
When we scan a segment from a list (Fneg or Blist) and add it to SWindow, the segment
is removed from the list.
Let SWindow already be filled with k segments, for (0 ≤ k ≤ B/2 + 1). Now we scan
segments in cell τ with Z-indices [zs , ze i. We know that all segments already in SWindow
have Z-index larger than zs and segments in Fneg and Blist have Z-index equal or larger
than the last segment in SWindow. As long as k ≤ B/2 + 1 and there exist segments in
Fneg or Blist that have a Z-index smaller than ze , we move these segments in Z-order to
SWindow.
In Figure 3.1 we see an example of the construction of a quadtree with B = 4 for a
cell σ containing four negative segments. In this example, at most B/2 = 2 segments may
lie together in one cell. Initially (see Figure 3.1(1)) all four segments are in list Fneg and
the boundary (fat lines) intersects no segments. Next we scan cell σ and move segments
A, B and C to the segment window, then we split cell σ until we separated at least two
of the top left most vertices of the segments in the segment window (see Figure 3.1(2)(3)).
Now in Figure 3.1(4) we construct our first leaf cell (gray cell) intersecting segment A. We
output the leaf cell together with segment A to Zlist. Then we compute the boundary
intersection of segment A with the leaf cell and move segment A to the boundary list. For
the next cell we need again segment A, so we scan segment A from the boundary list and
add it to the segment window. Segments B and C are still in the segment window and
because segment C does not lie in the current cell we construct, we know this cell intersects
two segments and we output the cell together with segments A and B. Then the boundary
list is updated with segments A and B (see Figure 3.1(5)(6)).
We continue constructing these leaf cells. In Figure 3.1(11) segment B is completely inside
the already constructed part of the quadtree and therefore does not occur on the segment
window, boundary list or the original input. Segment C is now scanned from the boundary
list and, as we can see in Figure 3.1(12), segments A and D remain on the list they occur.
The reason that segments A and D are not scanned is that at this point we only scan
segments inside the third quadrant of σ. The boundary list for the fourth quadrant of σ
can still be updated with additional segments with any Z-index on the left boundary of
the fourth quadrant. When segments A and D are already scanned, the order in which
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Figure 3.1: Given block size B/2 = 2, the construction of a quadtree for cell σ containing
segments A, B, C and D. The list (Original input F, Segment Window (SW) or Boundary
List (Blist)) on which a segment appears at some moment during the quadtree construction
is showed in subscript.

segments are put into the segment window is not guaranteed to be in Z-order anymore.
In Figure 3.1(13)(14)(15) the third and fourth quadrants of cell σ are constructed. Now
Zlist contains 7 leaf cells in Z-order and for each leaf cell all intersecting segments are
stored (see Figure 3.1).
The input of Algorithm 3.1 is a canonical square τ with Z-indices [zs , ze i. Initially the
algorithm has the unit square U (Z-indices [0, 1i) as input. First the algorithm checks if
canonical square τ is already completely scanned (Line 1). We do so by checking if the
current top segments of both Blist and Fneg have Z-index larger than ze . When τ is not
completely scanned we start scanning segments (Line 2). Then either SWindow contains
less than B/2 + 1 segments and we know that τ is completely scanned or SWindow con-
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tains B/2 + 1 segments. In the latter case we will apply Algorithm 3.1 in Z-order on the
four quadrants of cell τ (Line 6). This makes τ a split cell, meaning that constructing all
leaf cells of τ also constructs τ . Therefore once split cell τ is completely scanned there is
nothing left to be done. The variables Zlist, Blist and SWindow are updated by the leaf
cells of τ .
When a leaf cell τ is completely scanned we output its Z-index (Z(topleft(τ )), which is
equal to the first Z-index of the not yet constructed part of the quadtree) together with all
intersecting segments in SWindow to Zlist. At this point we have constructed leaf cell τ
and we need to update Blist and SWindow to hold the correct values for the next cell to be
constructed. Therefore we add all segments in τ , that intersect the lower or right boundary
to Blist and then we remove all segments with Z-index smaller than ze from SWindow.

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

Algorithm 3.1: BuildQuadtreeOneSlopeType
Input: canonical square τ with z-indices [zs , ze )
Output: List Zlist of (leaf cell, segment ∈ Fneg ) pairs
Variables: SquareType: TypeOfTau ← leafcell
if τ is not completely scanned then
SWindow ← Scan segments in τ
if B/2 + 1 segments in τ found then
TypeOfTau ← splitcell
for i = 1 to 4 do
BuildQuadtreeOneSlopeType(τ .getQuadrant(i))
if TypeOfTau = leafcell then
Zlist ← Zlist + (ze , {seg | seg ∈ SWindow ∧ Z(seg) < ze })
BoundaryUpdate(τ , SWindow, Blist)
SegmentWindowUpdate(τ , SWindow )

3.2

The boundary list Blist

In Algorithm 3.1 we add segments to the boundary list Blist when we complete a leaf cell.
The Z-index of a segment in the boundary list is equal to the Z-index of the intersection
point between the segment and the boundary b. So any segment in Blist has a Z-index
in the range [zs , 1i (zs is the smallest Z-index on the boundary b). Always when Algorithm 3.1 takes a segment from the boundary list, this segment has lowest Z-index of all
segments in the boundary list. Using a normal list containing segments sorted in Z-order
as implementation for Blist does not work. Suppose we use a normal list for Blist and now
we want to add a new segment to this list. The Z-index of this segment can be smallest,
largest or in between, so we need to sort Blist each time we add segments. Keeping Blist
sorted costs many I/O’s and therefore we use different implementation for the boundary
list which is explained in this section. For I the number of cell-segment intersections, our
boundary list uses O(scan(I)) I/O’s when used in Algorithm 3.1.
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Figure 3.2: The current boundary b with stacks SL and SU (left). Segments B and C are
popped for constructing cell σ and then pushed as B 0 and C 0 on stack SL (right). For the
next boundary b0 also segments D until G are pop-pushed from SU to SL. In the stacks
S, N means that segment S is the N th segment in Z-order on the boundary.

The I/O-efficient boundary list is implemented by two stacks SL and SU , both containing a part of all boundary segments. Let p be the point with lowest Z-index on the
boundary b, then at point p the next cell σ will be constructed (see left of Figure 3.2)
When we walk over the boundary starting at the bottom left of the boundary (bbl ) until
point p, then each intersecting segment we encounter is stored in the stack SL in the order
in which we encounter it. When we walk over the boundary from the top right point of
the boundary (btr ) towards p, then each intersecting segment we encounter is stored in the
stack SU in the order in which we encounter it. Note that the stacks SL and SU are not
ordered in Z-order. For example see the stack SU in the left part of Figure 3.2; segment H
has a larger Z-index than segment G and a smaller Z-index than segment D (see Z-order
line in Figure 3.2). Only stack SU (walking from point btr towards p) contains at the
bottom segment H, so SU is not in Z-order. In the following lemma we will see that a
part of the stack actually is ordered in Z-order:
Lemma 3.2. Let point p have the smallest Z-index of all points on a given boundary b
(Z(p) = min(Z(q)|q ∈ b) and let stacks SL and SU contain the segments intersecting b as
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described above. Then all segments in SL (resp. SU ) intersecting the next-to-constructcell σ are in Z-order on top of the stack SL (resp. SU ).
Proof. Point p is the top left corner of next-to-construct-cell σ. The top (resp. left)
boundary of cell σ corresponds to the part of the boundary b that starts at point p and
goes to the right (resp. bottom) for the length of cell σ. By definition of the stack SU
(resp. SL) this part of the boundary must be on top of the stack. Furthermore, segments
intersecting the top (resp. left) boundary of cell σ are from left to right (resp. top to
bottom) in Z-order (to see this; we can recursively split σ into canonical squares until each
intersection point that does not coincide is in a separate leaf cell). So we conclude that
the Z-order of the segments intersecting the top (resp. left) boundary of cell σ is the same
order in which these segments are on top of stack SU (resp. SL).
Now suppose we have the boundary b with the point p that has lowest Z-index of all
points on b. The top left corner of the next cell σ we construct is due to the Z-ordering
equal to p. The size of the cell σ is not yet known and depends on the intersecting segments and on the shape of boundary b. The first is because cell σ may only contain at
most B/2 segments. The latter is because boundary b0 which is the result of adding cell σ
to boundary b must be xy-monotone. For cell σ this means that the left and top boundary
of σ are included in boundary b.
During construction of cell σ the next segment (to be considered) is always the segment
with minimal Z-index which occurs on either the original input or the boundary list Blist.
By Lemma 3.2 we know that the segment with minimal Z-index of the boundary list Blist
is either on top of stack SL or on top of stack SU . So together with segments of the
original input (sorted in Z-order), we need to compare three Z-indices to find the next
segment that will be added to the segment window.
Each time we construct a cell σ boundary b changes into boundary b0 and we must
update our Blist accordingly: Due to Lemma 2.1 we know that all segments intersecting
cell σ are scanned and therefore the stacks SL and SU contain no segments intersecting
the top or left boundary of cell σ. Segments intersecting the bottom or right boundary of
cell σ are all in memory (SWindow ). Still point p separates the stacks SL and SU , so we
add the segments in SWindow that intersect boundary b to the boundary list. Note that,
due to Lemma 3.3 and that point p0 has minimal Z-index on the boundary b0 , all segments
intersecting to bottom or right boundary of cell σ are either all to the right or all below
point p0 . Hence, depending on the location of point p0 we add all segments intersecting the
right or bottom boundary of σ to either the stack SL or the stack SU .
If p0 lies to the right or above the previous p we push all segments to SL, otherwise we
push them to SU . Then for the first case, we pop the segments that are in between p and
p0 from the top of stack SU . When we pop such segment we immediately push it to stack
SL. We call such pop from one stack followed by a push to the other stack a pop-push.
For the second case, p0 lies to the left or below p, we pop-push all segments on stack SL
which lie in between p and p0 . This finishes the update of our boundary list Blist when
boundary b changes into b0 .
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An example is shown in Figure 3.2. For the construction of cell σ segments B and C are
popped from the stacks. Then once we constructed cell σ we observe that point p0 lies
to the right and above point p, so we push segments B = B 0 and C = C 0 with updated
Z-index to the stack SL. Now segments D, E, F and G occur on stack SU and are below point p0 , so we pop-push them to stack SL, which results in the right part of Figure 3.2.
I/O-analysis of the boundary list
Now we analyze the number of I/O’s this implementation of the boundary list costs. The
total number of segments pushed on the boundary is the total number of cell-segment
intersections I. Lemma 3.5 shows us that using the boundary list in our algorithm results
in O(scan(I)) I/O’s.
To prove this Lemma we first prove the next two lemmas that prove that segments pushed
onto one stack are at most once moved to the other stack. We start with Lemma 3.3 that
shows us that the next cell σ 0 has only two possible start positions with respect to the last
constructed cell σ.
Lemma 3.3. Given the boundary b and the bottom right corner pbr of the last constructed cell and the next cell to construct starts at point p0 with minimal Z-index (Z(p0 ) =
min(Z(q)|q ∈ b), then pbr always lies straight to the right of p0 or straight below p0 .
Proof. Given a split cell σ, always when we finish constructing quadrant i with i = 1, 2, 3
we jump (due to the Z-order) to neighbor quadrant i + 1. Obviously the bottom right
corner of quadrant 1 (resp. 3) is straight below the top right corner of quadrant 2 (resp.
4). Also the bottom right corner of quadrant 2 is straight to the right of the top right
corner of quadrant 3. When we finish constructing quadrant 4, we actually finish cell σ
and the argument holds by recursion on the split cell where one of its quadrants is equal
to σ.

σ
sr
p0

σ0

b

Figure 3.3: When p0 lies below segment sr , segment sr must be pop-pushed from stack SL
to stack SU . This situation contradicts the xy-monotonicity of boundary b and therefore
it does not occur.
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Lemma 3.4. Any segment s with Z-index z pushed on the boundary list Blist is poppushed at most once between stacks SL and SU , before it is popped by the scan procedure
of Algorithm 3.1.
Proof. Let segment sb intersect the bottom boundary of cell σ and let segment sr intersect
the right boundary of cell σ. By Lemma 3.3 the next-to-construct-cell σ 0 starts at point p0
straight above or straight to the left of the bottom right corner of cell σ. For the case that
point p0 straight above the bottom right corner of cell σ, segments sr and sb are placed on
top of stack SL. Segment sr will not be pop-pushed between the stack SL and the stack
SU during the construction of the gray square in Figure 3.4(a). This is true because the
gray square is constructed in Z-order and the situation where segment sr must be poppushed to the other stack results in a not xy-monotone boundary where point p0 has not
the lowest Z-index of all points on the boundary b (see Figure 3.3). So the only possibility
is that for one of the leave cells of the gray square segment sr is popped from the boundary
by the scan procedure of Algorithm 3.1. Note that if segment sr also intersects the next
boundary b0 , it is pushed back to the boundary list Blist with updated Z-index z 0 . However
this is not a pop-push between the stacks.
Once the gray area in Figure 3.4(a) is constructed, due to the Z-order the next-toconstruct-cell lies to the left of the bottom right corner of the gray area (see Figure 3.4(b)).
Then updating the boundary list Blist to the new situation will pop segment sb from the
stack SL and push it to stack SU . As we see in Figure 3.4(b) the resulting situation gives
us again a gray square that must be filled in Z-order. The same arguments as for segment
sr now holds and we conclude that segment sb is in total only once pop-pushed between
the stacks.
The other case where point p0 lies straight to the left of the bottom right corner of cell σ
is similar as the above described case. Therefore it holds that any segment s with Z-index
z pushed on the boundary list Blist is pop-pushed at most once between stacks SL and
SU , before it is popped by the scan procedure of Algorithm 3.1.
Lemma 3.5. Let I be the number of cell-segment intersections between a triangulation
and the leaf cells constructed by Algorithm 2.1 and Algorithm 3.1 for this triangulation.
Then the boundary list Blist in Algorithm 3.1 uses in total O(scan(I)) I/O’s.
Proof. When we need a segment from the boundary list in our algorithm we pop one of
the two topmost segments from the stacks. Lemma 3.2 guarantees that the top segments
of both stacks have minimal Z-index of all segments in the stack. So by keeping the top
elements of the stack in main memory (using two blocks of memory) results in O(scan(I))
I/O’s for only pushing and popping I segments to and from the boundary list. However, we
need to maintain the stacks of the boundary list ordered for the next-to-construct-cell σ 0 .
That means that segments from one stack can be popped and pushed to the other stack.
Lemma 3.4 proves that this happens at most once for each segment. So for I segments
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we need O(scan(I)) I/O’s to pop and push internally between the stacks. In total, the
boundary list Blist needs no more than O(scan(I)) I/O’s.

3.3

I/O-analysis

We will now analyze the number of I/O’s needed for Algorithm 3.1 with input subdivision
Fneg , the negative or mirrored positive slope segments of a δ-fat triangulation T . We will
need an assumption on the block size B, namely that a block is large enough to contain
2π/δ segments. This assumption is needed because a vertex in a δ-fat triangulation T can
have up to 2π/δ segments adjacent to it, which cannot be split.
Lemma 3.6. Let T be a δ-fat triangulation with n segments. If the block size B is at
least 2π/δ, then Algorithm 2.1, which uses Algorithm 3.1 in lines 5 and 6, constructs a
quadtree for T with O(n/δ) cells.
Proof. De Berg et al. [dBHTT07] proved that their algorithm constructs O(n/δ) cells for T .
Recall that they keep splitting the unit square until all segments in a canonical square are
adjacent to one vertex. We now prove that always when our algorithm decides to split a
canonical square σ into four quadrants, the algorithm of De Berg et al. also split the same
square σ.
Any canonical square that intersects less than B + 1 segments is not split by our algorithm.
A canonical square σ is only split if at least B/2 + 1 negative slope segments or B/2 + 1
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positive slope segments intersect square σ.
Now because T is a δ-fat triangulation at most π/δ = B/2 one-type-of-slope segments are
adjacent to one vertex p. So in σ at least one segment of the B/2 + 1 intersecting segments
is not adjacent to vertex p. Therefore the algorithm of De Berg et al. splits square σ.
This means that we do not construct more cells than the algorithm of De Berg et al. and
therefore our algorithm constructs O(n/δ) cells.
Lemma 3.7. Let Tneg be the negative slope segments of a δ-fat triangulation sorted in
Z-order. If the block size B is at least 2π/δ, Algorithm 3.1 constructs a quadtree for Tneg ,
with O(n/δ) cells and I cell-segment intersections, in O(scan(I)) I/O’s.
Proof. Let k be the number of segments in Tneg . At line 1, Algorithm 3.1 checks the top
elements of Fneg and Blist and needs no I/O’s because these top elements are already
in memory. Then in line 2 our algorithm scans the top segments from the list Fneg and
from the boundary list Blist. List Fneg is sorted in Z-order and is scanned completely in
O(scan(k)) I/O’s. By Lemma 3.5 the boundary list uses O(scan(I)) I/O’s. So in total
line 2 needs O(scan(k)+scan(I)) = O(scan(I)) I/O’s. The scanned segments are moved to
SWindow, which contains no more than B/2+1 segments at once. SWindow is always kept
in one block of internal memory, so adding and removing segments to and from SWindow
does not cause I/O’s. Lines 3 and 4 need no I/O’s.
Line 6 recurses on the quadrants of a cell τ , the B/2 + 1 segments in SWindow intersecting
τ are the first B/2 + 1 segments encountered in Z-order. Therefore SWindow contains
those segments that Algorithm 3.1 first needs to compute the quadrants. The only I/O’s
we get by this recursion are those involving the stack storing the recursion. For each split
cell on this stack we need to store which quadrant to compute next. In most cases this
stack will fit in one block of memory, because in an implementation using for example
32-bit integers we have a maximum recursive depth of 32.
Once we found us a completely scanned leaf cell at line 7 we write at most B/2 segments
to disk in line 8. The total number of segments we write to disk is equal to the number of
cell-segment intersections I, a segment intersecting x leaf cells will be written to disk once
for each intersecting leaf cell. So we write all segments to disk in O(scan(I)) I/O’s. For a
bound on the number of cell-segment intersections I see Section 3.4.
Line 9 adds in total at most I segments to the boundary list which uses O(scan(I)) I/O’s
(Lemma 3.5). The last line, line 10, influence only the segment window SWindow which
happens completely in main memory and causes no I/O’s.
In total, we need O(scan(I)) I/O’s for the construction of the quadtree for subdivision
Tneg .
So by Lemma 3.7 Algorithm 3.1 runs in O(scan(I)) I/O’s on the subdivision Fneg with
n segments. The number cell-segment intersections I is at least n and in the next section
(Section 3.4) we give an upper bound for the number of cell-segment intersections.
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3.4

Number of cell-segment intersections

In this section we prove that given a δ-fat triangulation with n segments the number of cellsegment intersections is O(n/δ log(1/δ)). We prove this bound by showing that any segment
in a δ-fat triangulation is intersected by O(1/δ log(1/δ)) quadtree cells. As a consequence,
Algorithm 3.1 runs in O(scan(n/δ log(1/δ))) I/O’s (Lemma 3.7) and Algorithm 2.1 in
O(scan(n/δ log(1/δ)) + sort(n/δ)) I/O’s (Lemma 2.2). We actually only use that a cell is
no longer split if it only contains segments adjacent to the same vertex. As a consequence
the bound also holds for star-quadtrees.
Note that for the star-quadtree constructed by De Berg et al. [dBHTT] previously only
a weaker bound of O(n/δ 2 ) on the number of cell-segment intersections was known. Our
new bound also improves the bound on the time needed to construct a star-quadtree.
For our new bound for one segment AB, we show that a region of at least a certain
size around A (resp. B) is covered by the triangles adjacent to A (resp. B). We call this
region the forbidden zone of A (resp. B) with respect to AB. Now any cell completely
contained in a forbidden zone contains at most the 2π/δ segments adjacent to a vertex,
and is therefore not split. Using the forbidden zones of A and B we bound the number of
cells that can intersect AB. We first make some basic geometric observations.
Geometric Preliminaries
We first observe that a lower bound on the size of quadtree cells yields an upper bound on
the number of cells intersecting a segment.
1

|{z}

v2

v1

|{z}

|{z}

1

∆y

|{z}

∆x

Figure 3.5: Integer grid G0 . Segment (v1 , v2 ) has at most ∆x + ∆y intersections with grid
G0 .

Lemma 3.8. Given a grid G of equal sized canonical squares with width w, then the
maximum
number of intersections of G and any segment (v1 , v2 ) of length l is at most
√
l 2/w + 2
Proof. First we scale grid G and segment (v1 , v2 ) by 1/w. The scaled grid is now an integer
grid G0 and the scaled segment (v10 , v20 ) of length l0 intersects at most d∆xe vertical grid
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lines and at most d∆ye horizontal grid lines (Figure
√ of intersections
√ 0 3.5).0 So the number
0
0
0
the
is at most d∆xe + d∆ye ≤ kv2 − v1 k1 + 2 ≤ 2kv2 − v1 k2 + 2 = l 2 + 2. Hence
√
0
2
+
2
=
number
of
cell-segment
intersections
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segment
(v
,
v
)
and
grid
G
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at
most
l
1 2
√
l 2/w + 2.
We need the next observation for the construction of the forbidden zone (see Figure 3.6).
D

C0

C

B0
A

B

Figure 3.6: The triangle AB 0 C 0 is similar to ABC and ACD.

Lemma 3.9. Let ABC and ACD be similar triangles with the side AC of ACD corresponding to the side AB of ABC. Let C 0 split CD at the same ration as B 0 splits BC.
Then AB 0 C 0 is similar to ABC and ACD.
Proof. We have ∠BAB 0 = ∠CAC 0 and therefore ∠B 0 AC 0 = ∠BAC. Furthermore, we
have |AB 0 |/|AB| = |AC 0 |/|AC|, from which the claim follows.
Forbidden zone of a vertex
In the following we construct a region around a vertex A of a δ-fat triangulation for which
we prove that it is covered by the triangles adjacent to A. The region depends only
on a single segment AB of the triangulation. We call this region forbidden zone. The
construction is similar to the forbidden zone of a segment in a δ-fat triangulation by Keil
and Vassilev [Vas05, KV08]. They construct a zone around a segment AB that contains
no vertices of the triangulation except for A and B. We need a more restricted region.
We need a region that is intersected by at most 2π/δ segments. This is also the
maximum possible degree of a vertex in a δ-fat triangulation. Therefore to guarantee
that the region contains at most 2π/δ segments, we construct a region that contains only
segments adjacent to one vertex.
Our construction of the forbidden zone around a vertex A (with respect to the segment
AB) is shown in Figure 3.7. The zone consists of a set of auxiliary triangles. These triangles
are not necessarily part of the triangulation. We do the same construction on both sides
of the segment AB, and we refer to the sides of AB as above and below.
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P2

P1

···

B

A

···
Q2

Q1

Figure 3.7: The forbidden zone around vertex A.

In the construction above AB, the first auxiliary triangle is the isosceles triangle with
angle δ at A and B. In Figure 3.7 this is the triangle ABP1 . All other auxiliary triangles
above AB are scaled and rotated (around A) copies of this triangle. The (i + 1)st triangle
above has the left side of the ith triangle as base. In Figure 3.7 the second triangle is
AP1 P2 , the third triangle is based on AP2 , and so on. We iterate the construction until we
have covered an angle of π around A above the line AB. The last triangle might properly
intersect the line through AB, but we only consider the part above the line. We do the
same construction below AB. The forbidden zone of A is the union of all the constructed
auxiliary triangles.
Theorem 3.10. For a segment AB in a δ-fat triangulation, the forbidden zone around A
(with respect to AB) contains only segments of the triangulation that are adjacent to A.
Proof. We give the proof for the part of the forbidden zone ”above” AB. The proof for
the part below AB is the same. We prove by induction that the part of the forbidden zone
that is inside the convex hull of the vertices of the triangulation is covered by triangles
adjacent to A.
We first show that the first auxiliary triangle ABP1 (see Figure 3.7) is either outside
of the convex hull of the vertices of the triangulation, or covered by the triangle of the
triangulation above AB. If the auxiliary triangle is not outside of the triangulation there
must be a triangle of the triangulation with AB as lower segment. This triangle has at
least an angle of δ at A and B and therefore contains ABP1 .
Next, we assume by induction hypothesis that the part of the ith auxiliary triangle
APi−1 Pi inside the convex hull of the vertices of the triangulation is covered by the union
of the first i triangles around A above AB. Further if part of the triangle is outside of the
convex hull, then the edge APi is outside of the convex hull (except for A). Now, consider
the (i + 1)st triangle APi Pi+1 . If APi is outside of the convex hull, then so is APi Pi+1 ,
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because APi is between the triangle and B. (This might not hold for the part of the last
triangle in the construction that is below the line through AB, but we are only interested
in the part above the line.)
So, we can assume that APi is in the kth triangle ABk Ck around A above AB with
k ≤ i (see Figure 3.8).
Bk0
δ

Pi0

Ck

Bk

Ck

0
Pi+1

Pi+1

Pi0

Bk

Pi

Pi

0
Pi+1

δ

Dk
Pi+1

δ

δ

δ
A

δ

A
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: a) the auxiliary triangle APi Pi+1 is covered by triangle ABk Ck . b) the auxiliary
triangle APi Pi+1 intersects segment ACk .
We distinguish two cases. First assume the angle ∠Ck APi is at least δ (see Figure 3.8(a)). Then the auxiliary triangle APi Pi+1 is already covered by the triangle ABk Ck .
To see this, scale APi Pi+1 such that the image Pi0 of Pi is on the segment Bk Ck . We have
∠Ck Pi0 A ≥ ∠Ck Bk A ≥ δ,
thus the scaled copy and therefore APi Pi+1 are contained in ABk Ck .
Next assume ∠Ck APi < δ (see Figure 3.8(b)). By the same argument as in the first
case, the triangle APi Pi+1 will not intersect the segment Ck Bk . But it will intersect the
segment ACk . If ACk is a convex hull segment we are again done. Otherwise there is a
triangle ACk Dk above the segment, and we need to show that the part of APi Pi+1 outside
of ABk Ck lies in ACk Dk . We can assume that ACk Dk is an isosceles triangle with angle δ
at A and Ck , since ACk Dk will at least contain this isosceles triangle. Now scale APi Pi+1
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such that the image Pi0 of Pi lies on the segment Bk0 Ck of an isosceles triangle ABk0 Ck
0
be the image of Pi+1 , this gives us the following
with angle δ at A and Bk0 . Let Pi+1
0
situation: ABk Ck , ACk Dk , and APi Pi+1 are similar, and Pi (after scaling) lies of Bk0 Ck .
0
From Lemma 3.9 we can deduce that Pi+1
lies on Ck Dk . But this yields that the part of
0
APi Pi+1 outside of ABk Ck which lies in the part of APi0 Pi+1
outside ABk0 Ck indeed lies in
ACk Dk . From this the claim follows.
Corollary 3.11. The distance of A to the boundary of the forbidden zone of A with
respect to AB is at least (2 cos δ)−dπ/δe . In particular, if AB and AE are two segments of
a δ-fat triangulation (adjacent two the same vertex A), then
|AB|/|AE| ≤ (2 cos δ)dπ/δe .
Proof. We consider the forbidden zone of A with respect to AB. The length of AE is at
least the distance of A to the boundary of the zone. The distance to the boundary of the
zone is at least the length of APdπ/δe . We have |APi |/|APi+1 | = 2 cos δ with P0 = B.
The number of cells intersecting a segment
Given a segment AB we bound the number of cell-segment intersections for AM , that is
the part from vertex A to the midpoint M of AB. Then the same bound holds for M B.
The arguments below are based on bounding the sizes of the cells intersecting AM .
In doing so, we assume the leaf cells intersecting AM also intersect the boundary of the
forbidden region of A. This is not necessarily the case, but since the parent of any leaf
cell does intersect the boundary and the size of a cell is half the size of its parent, our
arguments still go through.
We again consider the ”upper” and ”lower” part of the forbidden zone separately. We
show a bound for the number of cells intersecting the upper boundary and AM , but the
same bound holds for the lower boundary. Let B, P1 , P2 , . . . be the vertices of the upper
boundary. We√consider BP1 and the remaining part of the boundary separately.
Let C := 32π3 . In the following we will use that
Cδ ≤ sin δ
for 0 ≤ δ ≤ π/3, which simply follows from the fact that sin δ is concave on [0, π/3] and
equals Cδ = sin(π/3)δ/(π/3) at δ = 0 and δ = π/3.
Lemma 3.12. The number of quadtree cells intersecting AM and BP1 is in O(1/δ).
Proof. The distance from AM to BP1 is the distance from M to BP1 , which is
|M B| sin δ = |AM | sin δ ≥ |AM |Cδ.
By Lemma 3.8 the maximum number of intersections is therefore in O(1/δ).
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π/3
P1
P2

A

· · ·S20 S10

···

S2

M

S1

Figure 3.9: We subdivide segment AB into subsegments Si defined by vertices Pi with
∠Pi AB ≤ π/3 and into subsegments Si0 that result of O(1/δ) splits of the subsegment
adjacent to vertex A.

It remains to bound the number of cells that intersect AM and the boundary B =
P1 P2 . . . PK with K := d2π/δe (ignoring the part of PK−1 PK below the line through AB).
We do this in three steps. In the first step we handle most of AM except for small part
close to A.
The perpendicular projection of auxiliary points Pi and Pi+1 on segment AB defines
subsegments Si (Figure 3.9). In the first step we bound the number of quadtree cells that
intersect B and one of the Si for 1 ≤ i ≤ bπ/3δc.

|

|{z

r0

Pi

Pi+1

r

z
{

}

}

iδ d
A |{z}|{z}

s0

Si

Figure 3.10: Line d is perpendicular to segment APi+1 . Segment Si can only be intersected
by canonical squares of width at least |d|.
To derive a lower bound on the distance of Si to B consider Figure 3.10. Let r be the
length of auxiliary segment APi and r0 be the length of auxiliary segment APi+1 . Let s be
the length of segment Si , not adjacent to A, and s0 the length between vertex A and the
left most point of segment Si . Now consider the following equations:
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d = s0 · sin ((i + 1)δ)

(3.1)

s0 = r0 · cos ((i + 1)δ)

(3.2)

r0 = (r/2)/ cos (δ)

(3.3)
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We compute the length of s and using the above three equation we compute the length
of d:
s = r cos(iδ)
(3.4)
d = ((r/2)/ cos (δ)) · cos ((i + 1)δ) · sin ((i + 1)δ)

(3.5)

Lemma 3.13. Let Si be a subsegment of segment AB defined by the vertices Pi and Pi+1 ,
where auxiliary segment APi has angle ∠Pi AB ≤ π/3. Then any cell intersecting the
subsegment Si and B has diameter at least d, with d defined in Equation 3.5.
Proof. Figure 3.10 shows a subsegment Si and the minimal distance d between Si and
0
segment APi+1 . Let Pi+1
denote the projection of Pi+1 , i.e., the left end point of Si . The
distance of B to AM is monotonically decreasing along B (starting at P1 ). In particular,
0
the distance of the part of B up to Pi+1 has a distance of more than |Pi+1
Pi+1 | to AM and
therefore to Si . Thus the minimal distance of Si to B is attained at a point of B to the left
of Pi+1 . Now, the segment APi+1 is closer to Si than this part of B, therefore the distance
d between Si and APi+1 holds as a lower bound.
Lemma 3.14. Let Si be a subsegment of segment AB defined by the vertices Pi and Pi+1 ,
where auxiliary segment APi has angle ∠Pi√AB ≤ π/3. The number of cells intersecting Si
8
and B is at most (i+1)δC
+ 2, where C := 32π3 .
Proof. (See Figure 3.10) By Lemma 3.13, the cells have diameter at least √
d, with d de2. Then by
fined in Equation 3.5. Thus the width of such
a
square
is
at
least
w
:=
d/
√
Lemma 3.8 the number of cells is at most s 2/w + 2 = 2s/d + 2. Using equation 3.4 we
get an upper bound of 2r cos(iδ)/d + 2.
Equation 3.5 then gives us
4 cos(iδ) cos(δ)
2r cos(iδ)
+2=
+2
((r/2)/ cos (δ)) · cos ((i + 1)δ) · sin ((i + 1)δ)
cos ((i + 1)δ) · sin ((i + 1)δ)
For 0 < x ≤ π/3 the bounds for cos(x) are 1/2 ≤ cos(x) < 1 and sin(x) is bounded by
Cx ≤ sin(x) ≤ x. Using these bounds we get that
4 cos(iδ) cos(δ)
4·1·1
+2≤
+2
cos ((i + 1)δ) · sin ((i + 1)δ)
(1/2) · (i + 1)δC
8
=
+2
(i + 1)δC
Lemma 3.15. Let Si be a subsegment of segment AB defined by the vertices Pi and Pi+1 ,
where auxiliary segment APi has angle ∠Pi AB ≤ π/3. The sum of the number of cells
intersecting both B and the subsegments Si , with 0 < i ≤ π/3δ, is O(1/δ log(1/δ)).
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Proof. By Lemma 3.14, that means that the sum of the number of intersections with these
subsegments is
bπ/3δc

X
j=1

8
+ 2 = O(1/δ log(1/δ)).
(j + 1)δC

We have now a bound on the cells intersecting B and any of the Si for i ≤ π/3δ. For
most of the remaining part we bound the distance to B by the distance to APbπ/3δc . Note
that
δbπ/3δc ≥ max(δ, π/3 − δ) ≥ π/6.
Therefore, ∠M APbπ/3δc ≥ π/6. Let l be the length of the remaining part of AM . We split
this part into S10 , S20 , . . . with |Si0 | = l/2i+1 (see Figure 3.9).
Lemma 3.16. The distance of Si0 to B is at least |Si0 |/2.
Proof. The minimal distance is attained at the left end point of Si0 , which has distance |Si0 |
to A. Now the distance for this point to B is at least the distance to APbπ/3δc , which is at
least sin(π/6)|Si | = |Si |/2.
Lemma 3.17. The sum of the number of cells intersecting both B and the subsegments
Si0 , with 0 < i ≤ π/δ, is O(1/δ).
Proof. For each Si0 we have a constant number of intersections, which adds up to O(1/δ)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ dπ/δe.
Finally, only a part of AM of length at most l0 := 2−dπ/δe |AB| remains. The distance
of this segment to B is at least the distance of A to B. By Corollary 3.11 this distance
is at least (2 cos δ)−dπ/δe |AB| and therefore larger than the remaining length l0 . Using
Lemma 3.8 this yields that the remaining part has a constant number of intersections with
B. In total we have the following bound.
Theorem 3.18. Given a segment AB. The total number of cell-segment intersections I
of segment AB is O(1/δ log(1/δ)).
Now this directly yields a bound on the total number of cell-segments intersections.
between the (negative slope) segments of a δ-fat triangulation and the corresponding
quadtree.
Corollary 3.19. Let n be the number of negative slope segments of a δ-fat triangulation. Then Algorithm 3.1 constructs a quadtree with at most O(n/δ log(1/δ)) cell-segment
intersections.
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3.5

Experiments

In this section we will show the results of constructing a quadtree with our new algorithm
in comparison with the previous algorithm. We only compare the sizes of the quadtrees in
number of cells and the number cell-segment intersections. The actual time to build the
quadtree is left out.
Our algorithm depends on an assumption for the physical block size Bp , namely that
Bp =Ω(1/δ). In one physical block fit Bp /size(segment) segments. To give a reasonable
assumption for variable B in our algorithm (the block size measured in segments) we must
find a reasonable physical block size Bp and the size of one segment.
A sector is the smallest physical storage unit on a disk and is almost always 512 bytes.
An operating system groups several sectors together into blocks [BS03]. The sizes of these
blocks are a multiple of 512b and ranges often from 512b to 64kb. One segment is stored by
storing its two end points, so when each point consists of two floats for the x, y-coordinates
we need 4·size(float)= 16 bytes per segment. Hence, the number of segments per block
then ranges from 512b/16b = 32 to 64kb/16b = 4096 segments per block.
So for a physical block size of 512b we can reasonably assume that 32 segments fit together
in one physical block. For a δ-fat triangulation with at least one vertex of degree 2π/δ this
means that δ must be at least δ ≥ 11.25◦ . Triangulations with smaller minimal δ and at
any vertex at most 16 positive slope and 16 negative slope segments do also fit in a block
of size 512b.
Increasing the block size to 64kb allows our algorithm to compute quadtrees for any δ-fat
triangulation with δ ≥ 0.088◦ or any triangulation with at most 2048 one-type-of-slope
segments adjacent to one vertex. δ-fat triangulations with a vertex with degree of 4096 are
not likely to occur in real life examples. In case it does occur more than one block must be
used to store all segments. This problem is more likely for the smaller block size of 512b.
Then more than 32 segments adjacent to one vertex do not fit in one block and we assume
that we can store the maximum of adjacent segments into one block.
In our experiments we examine how the variables δ and B influence the constructed
quadtree. Variable δ is the minimal angle in a triangulation. Variable B is the block size
expressed in number of segments which is assumed to be at least 2π/δ, but can be chosen
smaller. Then the maximum number of one-type-of-slope segments adjacent to a vertex
must fit in half the block size B. We start our experiments with a triangulation that has
many angles of size δ. We try to find if the theoretical bounds on the number of cells and
cell-segment intersections of Theorem 3.1 actually occur in practice.
Minimal angle δ, regular triangulation
In our first experiment we use a triangulation T 1 that consists of 69, 169 vertices regularly spread inside a unit square and we connect all vertices horizontally and vertically. In
each rectangle we add a negative slope segment such that the angles between the negative
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slope segments within the rectangle are δ (Figure 3.11(a)). Now our triangulation has
n = 206, 456 segments, from which 2/3 has a negative slope.

δ

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11: a) the angle δ is changed by scaling the x-coordinates b) a regular triangulation
with δ = 45.
In our experiment we change in our triangulation T 1 the minimal angle δ within the
range 0 < δ < 45. We do so by scaling only the x-coordinates of all vertices. Note that
triangulation T 1 is a square for δ = 45 (Figure 3.11(b)), for smaller δ triangulation T 1
becomes a rectangle. That means that the unit square contains more empty cells when
δ decreases. However as long as the total number of cells is high these empty cells are
outnumbered. Note that these empty cells do not influence the number of cell-segment
intersections.
The maximum degree of any vertex in our triangulation is 6 and at most 4 negative
slope segments are adjacent to one vertex. Therefore block size B is at least 8. Figure 3.12
shows the number of constructed cells for different values of δ and a fixed block size of
B = 8. When δ increases we see that sometimes also the number of cells increases. The
increase in number of cells can happen because the triangulation grows larger and causes
intersections with previously empty cells. Then these previously empty cells are split which
causes the increase in number of cells.
We would expect that an increase of δ will decrease the average number of segments intersecting a cell and therefore cells are merged together. This is in general the case, only due
to the regularity of our triangulation only at certain values of δ almost all cells are merged
(for a small increase of δ). In between these values of δ no cells are merged or split, except
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Figure 3.12: Number of cells constructed for the regular triangulation with B = 8 and
variable δ (d in the Figure).

Figure 3.13: Number of cell-segment intersections constructed for the regular triangulation
with B = 8 and variable δ.
the previously empty cells that are now intersected by our triangulation. Hence we can see
a small increase in the number of cells when δ increases.
We also divide the number of cells by O(1/δ) and we do not see a more or less horizontal
line. That means that for this triangulation the number of cells is not O(1/δ). This could
be the case because each vertex has a constant low degree, while for different δ the worst
case degree of a vertex is 2π/δ. Later we will see experiments with triangulations that
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contain vertices of high degree (2π/δ).
The number of cell-segment intersections, shown in Figure 3.13, seem to follow the
same pattern as the number of cells. For δ = 45 we see a small increase in the number of
intersections. Note that the number of intersections is always at least the number of input
segments n.
Now we divide the number of cell-segment intersections by O(1/δ), O(1/δ log(1/δ)) and
O(1/δ 2 ) and we scale the results such that for δ = 1 they are all equal. We immediately
see that none of the graphs show us a more or less horizontal line. However the bound
O(1/δ) is closest to a horizontal line, so for this triangulation our bound of O(1/δ log(1/δ))
does not hold. Possibly this is because the number of cells is also not O(1/δ).

Figure 3.14: Number of cells constructed for the regular triangulation with B = 256 and
variable δ.
Now we increase the block size such that we allow 256 segments to intersect a leaf cell.
We expect that the number of cells and the number of cell-segment intersections decreases.
In Figure 3.14 and 3.15 we see that this is indeed the case. With respect to the case where
B = 8 we have on average a factor 100 less cells and without counting the minimum number of n intersections we have a factor 10 less additional cell-segment intersections. We
again see that sometimes the number of cells increase when δ increases. Around δ = 7 our
algorithm constructs around 2200 cells, when we double δ we see that the number of cells is
almost twice as large. This is mainly caused by the fact that the width of the triangulation
also doubled. During the increase of δ, the leaf cells contain on average enough segments
to prevent that they are merged. The number of cell-segment intersections show similar
increase and decrease in number of intersections as the graph showing the number of cells.
We see that the number of cell-segment intersections is a constant factor of the number of
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Figure 3.15: Number of cell-segment intersections constructed for the regular triangulation
with B = 256 and variable δ.
cells. Also in theory this seems logical; We have O(1/δ) cells and each cell intersects at
most B segments. Because the block size B is a constant in our experiments we get O(1/δ)
cell-segment intersections.

Figure 3.16: Number of cells constructed for the regular triangulation with B = O(1/δ)
and variable δ.
However, our block size B is not assumed to be a constant in our algorithm, we assume
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Figure 3.17: Number of cells and cell-segment intersections constructed for the regular
triangulation with B = O(1/δ) and variable δ.
B ≥ 2π/δ. Therefore we now experiment with a block size B = 2π/δ. First note that
when δ becomes close to zero, B becomes infinite. Hence all n segments fit in the unit
square and the number of cell-segment intersections is equal to n. Figures 3.16 and 3.17
show that the number of cells and cell-segment intersections in general increase when δ
increases. Still we see at δ = 32 and B = 12 a lower number of cells caused by merging
cells. Also in this case we see that the number of cell-segment intersections show similar
increase and decrease patterns as the number of cells, except for very small δ. For very
small δ the number of cell-segment intersections jumps from n to more than 2n. This jump
occurs because only a few cells intersect the very thin triangulation (because δ is small),
only these few cells do intersect almost all negative slope segments. After this jump the
number of cell-segment intersections increase only when cells are split which give us a more
straight increasing line, although the number of cell-segment intersection still react on a
change in the number of cells.
Now we explain the number of cells for δ = 0.9 in more detail. In Figure 3.16 at δ = 0.9
we allow B = 404 segments in a leaf cell. In an ideal situation we need 206, 456/404 = 511
leaf cells. However most segments have negative slope, so most leaf cells intersect at most
202 segments, which results in 1022 cells. The actual number of constructed cells is 4210
which is a factor 4 larger. That means that the 1022 cells are of such size that with δ = 0.9
they intersect more than 202 negative slope segments, so they are all split resulting in
approximately 4088 cells. The remaining 122 cells are caused by splitting the empty part
of the unit square (which is quite large for δ = 0.9). In fact the actual number of empty
leaf cells in the unit square is in this example 126.
As we see in Figure 3.17 the number of cells and cell-segment intersections are almost an
linear increasing function. Division by one of the possible bounds (O(1/δ), O(1/δ log(1/δ)),
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Figure 3.18: Number of cells and cell-segment intersections constructed for the regular
triangulation by the previous algorithm and by our algorithm with B = 8.
O(1/δ 2 )) does not result in a constant horizontal line.
Now we compare the previous results with the results of the algorithm of De Berg
et al. [dBHTT]. As we see in Figure 3.18, for small δ our algorithm with fixed B = 8
constructs up to a factor 3 less cells and up to a factor 2 less cell-segment intersections.
For larger δ the differences become smaller, especially for δ = 45 both algorithms perform
equally. This is because at δ = 45 the assumption that B = 8 is equal to B = 2π/δ and no
two vertices fit together in one block. Hence we split all vertices from each other. Due to
the large value of δ the cells we construct intersect only segments adjacent to one vertex,
which would also be the result of the previous algorithm. Note that small differences may
occur due to less segments adjacent to vertices on the boundary of the triangulation.
We already saw that our algorithm with fixed block size B = 256 improves on the case
where B = 8, hence we also improve on the previous algorithm. In the case with variable block size we see that the number of cells starts at 1 and grows towards the case
where δ = 45 and B = 8. At all times the number of cells and the number cell-segment
intersections of our algorithm are equal or less than those of the algorithm of De Berg et al.

Minimal angle δ, δ-fat triangulation
Now we repeat the experiment only now we start with a δ-fat triangulation T 2 with δ = 20
constructed with the program Triangle [She]. Triangulation T 2 is a smaller example and
has 5029 segments and the number of negative and positive slope segments is more in
balance (Figure 3.19). Now by scaling the x-coordinates of this triangulation strictly
smaller we change the minimum angle δ. However we are not sure that the program
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Figure 3.19: The δ-fat triangulation with δ = 20.
Triangle actually constructs triangles with minimal angle δ = 20, however we do know
that no angle is smaller than 20◦ . Still we are interested in how our algorithm performs
on a random triangulation with some minimal angle δ with respect to the algorithm of De
Berg et al.

Figure 3.20: Number of cells and cell-segment intersections constructed for the δ-fat triangulation with B = 256 and variable δ.
For a large fixed block size B = 256 we see in Figure 3.20 that the number of con-
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structed cells is low for any δ. Allowing 256 segments in one leaf cell obviously reduces
the number of cells and cell-segment intersections in comparison with the algorithm of De
Berg et al. (Figure 3.21). We see that for larger δ the number of cell-segment intersections
increase again. So also for δ-fat triangulations we see that the average number of segments
intersecting a cell, together with a fixed block size B, causes sometimes the number of
cell-segment intersections to increase.

Figure 3.21: Number of cells and cell-segment intersections constructed for the δ-fat triangulation by the previous algorithm.

Figure 3.22 shows that the number of constructed cells is indeed O(1/δ) for the δfat triangulation. The constant seems to be bounded and the number of cells fluctuates
between these bounds because of the merging or splitting of many cells by a change in δ.
Now for the number of cell-segment intersections we do the same. We divide the number of
cell-segment intersections by the previous bound, our theoretical bound and by the bound
O(1/δ). If we find a constant for the latter bound, this would tell us that the number of
intersections is constant factor of the number of cells. However as we see in Figure 3.23
none of the bounds results in a more or less horizontal line. The most horizontal line is
given by the bound O(1/δ). This means that for the δ-fat triangulations we consider in
this experiment it is more likely that the total number of intersections is O(1/δ) than our
theoretical bound of O(1/δ log(1/δ)).
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Figure 3.22: The number of cells constructed for the δ-fat triangulation is more or less a
contant factor of O(n/δ)

Figure 3.23: The number of cell-segment intersections constructed for the δ-fat triangulation is not a constant factor of O(n/δ log(1/δ)), nor from O(n/δ).
Minimal angle δ, forbidden zone triangulations
During the previous experiments the maximum degree of a vertex was kept constant.
However the maximum number of intersections of one segment AB is only obtained when
enough segments are close enough to segment AB such that many cells are constructed that
intersect segment AB. Hence we construct a triangulation as showed in Figure 3.24 that
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Figure 3.24: The δ-fat forbidden zone triangulation (and some more segments outside
the forbidden zone) with δ = 18 and rotated 45◦ . Maximum degree of the vertices is
360/δ = 20.
only consists of isosceles triangles with two angles of δ. We construct our triangulation as
follows. For one segment AB of fixed size we place isosceles triangles recursively on top of
segment AB. We stop constructing isosceles triangles when these triangles become smaller
than the smallest triangles adjacent to segment AB. Also we stop constructing theses
triangles if during the construction they overlap each other. In this way the forbidden
zone of the longest segment AB is included in our triangulation and vertices A and B have
maximum degree and in the experiment we change our block size B such that all segments
adjacent to A or B fit in one block. Note that we can not construct a triangulation with
on average many high degree vertices because the average degree of any triangulation is
bounded by 6 [dBvKOS08].
The unit square is empty apart from our triangulation. That means that probably many
empty cells are constructed. Because in this experiment we are mainly interested in the
number of intersections of segments and not in the number of constructed cells this is no
problem.
The number of cell-segment intersections of any segment in our triangulation depends
on the location of the triangulation with respect to the unit square. If we rotate or shift
our triangulation, then more or less segments intersect a certain cell. Therefore more
or less cells are split and the number of intersections changes accordingly. So for testing
the number of intersections of the longest segment we rotate the input between 0◦ and 45◦ .
Figure 3.25 shows the minimum, maximum and average number of intersections of the
longest segment encountered during our experiments. All three lines show roughly the
same pattern. Therefore we hope to see a straight line when we divide the average number
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of intersections by either O(1/δ), O(1/δ log(1/δ)) or O(1/δ 2 ). We normalized the values
such that for δ = 8 they are all equal. Figure 3.26 shows that the number of intersections
divided by O(1/δ log(1/δ)) gives us the most straight line. Therefore it is more likely that
our theoretical bound of Theorem 3.18 (O(1/δ log(1/δ))) holds for one segment. We see
that the previous bound of O(1/δ 2 ) does not hold.
At δ = 18 we see a quite high maximum, this maximum occurs when the slope of the
longest segment is 45◦ (see Figure 3.24). For other values of δ we could not find such outlier.

Figure 3.25: The maximum, minimum and average number of intersections of the longest
segment during our experiments.

Figure 3.27 shows the average number of intersections of any segment in the forbidden
zone triangulation. Because for different δ the forbidden zone triangulation uses a different
amount of segments n, we can not compare the total number of intersections. Interesting
to see is that the average number of intersections per segment more or less increases when
δ increases. Possibly this is caused by the fact that the amount of segments decreases
when δ increases. The low value at δ = 45 is based on a forbidden zone triangulation with
only 57 segments, therefore a substantial number of segments occur on the boundary of
the triangulation where they are less times intersected.
When we divide the number of intersections by O(1/δ), O(1/δ log(1/δ)) and O(1/δ 2 ) and
normalize the values such that they are equal for δ = 8, we see that none of the bounds
give us a contant value.
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Figure 3.26: The average number of intersections of the longest segment divided by respectively: O(1/δ), O(1/δ log(1/δ)) and O(1/δ 2 ).

Figure 3.27: The average number of intersections per segment.
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The block size B

Figure 3.28: A Delaunay triangulation with 3253 segments.
We already saw what happend when we change the fixed block size B = 8 to B = 256 for
the regular triangulation. Now we investigate for 100 random Delaunay triangulations (see
Figure 3.28) with a fixed number of segments n how the number of cells and cell-segment
intersections react on a change of block size B. A Delaunay triangulation maximizes the
minimal angle in the triangulation [dBvKOS08]. The Delaunay
triangulations
√ are build in
√
the following way: We take a random point set of v + 4 v vertices where 4 v vertices lie
on the boundary of unit square U . This ensures us that the number of very thin triangles
is small. We triangulate the point set using the program triangle [She].
In Figure 3.29 the average number of cells and cell-segment intersections are shown for
Delaunay triangulations with 3253 segments. As expected the number of cells and cellsegment intersections decreases when we increase the block size. We see that for B = 384
until B = 768 the number of cells and cell-segment intersections remains constant. Obviously when all cells roughly intersect around 200 segments at B = 384, further increasing
B will only result in less cells (merging of 4 cells) when B becomes roughly larger than 800.
We also repeated the experiment for triangulations with n = 30, 796 and n = 302, 532
segments. Figure 3.30 show the number of cells and the number of cell-segment intersections per segment for all three our Delaunay experiments. We see three similar graphs, so
the average number of cells of a quadtree based on a Delaunay triangulation is a constant
factor of n. Also Figure 3.31 shows that the average number of cell-segment intersections
of a quadtree based on a Delaunay triangulation is a constant factor of n. A change in the
block size constructs more or less cells which involve more or less cell-segment intersections.
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Figure 3.29: The average number of cells and cell-segment intersections of Delaunay triangulations with 3253 segments and variable block size B.

Figure 3.30: Normalized number of cells per block size for Delaunay triangulations of sizes:
3, 253, 30, 976 and 302, 532 segments.
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Figure 3.31: Normalized number of cell-segment intersections per block size for Delaunay
triangulations of sizes: 3, 253, 30, 976 and 302, 532 segments.
As we have seen during the previous experiments the number of constructed cells and
cell-segment intersections for Delaunay triangulations become high for small block sizes.
However for reasonable block sizes, allowing 64 or more segments in a block, we see that
both the number of cells and the number of cell-segment intersection are much lower than
for smaller block sizes. Despite that not all triangulations are Delaunay, it is general the
case that a large enough increase in block size will reduce the number of cells and the
number of cell-segment intersections.

A larger triangulation
In our last experiment we use the Cumberland USA data set which is a triangulation with
n = 5, 154, 083 segments. The algorithm of De Berg et al. constructed a star-quadtree
with 7, 691, 389 cells and 20, 422, 932 cell-segment intersections for this triangulation. Investigating this triangulation reveals that the maximum degree of one vertex is 44. The
maximum degree of only one-type-of-slope segments is 32. Hence our minimal block size
is B = 64. In Table 3.1 the first two columns show the block size and the corresponding
number of segments that fit in that block size. The next two columns show us the number
of cells (#C) and the number cell-segment intersections (#I). In the last three columns we
compare the algorithm of De Berg et al. with our algorithm. Column %C shows us the
percentage of cells we constructed with respect to the number of cells in the star-quadtree
(see first row of Table 3.1). Column %I and column %(I−n) show us the percentages of
the number of cell-segment intersections our algorithm constructs with respect to those
constructed in the star-quadtree. The latter column (%(I−n)) only shows us the percentage of additional cell-segment intersections, so without the original n segments.
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We see that our algorithm constructs much less cells and cell-segment intersections than
the algorithm of De Berg et al. The percentage of cells our algorithm constructs is less than
3% and for the large block size of 64kb only 4/100 of the star-quadtree cells are needed by
our algorithm. Also the number of cell-segment intersections decreases. For larger block
sizes we have less cell-segment intersections. Column %I shows us that we still use a large
percentage of the number of intersections of the previous algorithm. This is because we
always have at least n cell-segment intersections. When we only consider the number of
times the segments are split we see in column %(I−n) that our algorithm constructs much
less additional cell-segment intersections.
block size Bp B=#S∈Bp
#C
#I
- 7 691 389 20 422 932
1kb
64
233 614 7 783 814
2kb
128
133 495 7 149 939
4kb
256
47 041 6 324 398
8kb
512
29 560 6 074 450
64kb
4 096
2 815 5 429 397

%C
100
2, 94
1, 68
0, 59
0, 37
0, 04

%I %(I−n)
100
100
38, 24
17, 30
35, 12
13, 13
31, 07
7, 70
29, 84
6, 05
26, 67
1, 81

Table 3.1: Results of a triangulation with 5 154 083 segments. Top row shows the number
of cells and intersections of the algorithm of De Berg et al.
The huge absolute differences between the two algorithms in the number of cells and
number of cell-segment intersections will also result in huge differences in the absolute
number of I/O’s used by these algorithms. The previous algorithm ensures that in each
leaf cell there exist only segments all adjacent to one vertex. Then they store in Z-order
these cells to disk. The physical block size is often much larger than the size of the cells
they store, therefore multiple cells are stored within one block. Also, given multiple cells
stored within one block and a segment that intersects more than one of these cells, then
this segment is stored multiple times within the same block. Hence they use more I/O’s
than necessary.
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Chapter 4
Low density subdivisions
In the previous chapters we have seen how to build an I/O-efficient quadtree for δ-fat
triangulations. Not all subdivisions we encounter in practice are triangulations. Many
subdivisions are low density subdivisions (see Section 1.1). Suppose we use the previous
algorithm for δ-fat triangulations without adaptations for low density subdivisions. Then
we know that at most block size B segments intersect each leaf cell.
However, the obtained bounds on the number of cells and the number cell-segment
intersections for δ-fat triangulations do not hold for low density subdivisions. When all
segments of the low density subdivision are close together in a very small canonical square
with respect to the unit square, then the algorithm for δ-fat triangles would split the unit
square recursively until it has split the segments. In this way an arbitrary number of (almost) empty cells is constructed. Furthermore the top down approach causes the stack
storing the recursion (from now on called the recursion stack) to grow arbitrarily large
which causes additional I/O’s.
Now the idea is to adapt the implementation of the function BuildQuadtreeOneSlope
given at lines 5 and 6 of Algorithm 2.1 such that we construct compressed quadtrees and
keep the recursion stack small. In Section 4.1 we show how we keep the recursion stack
small and how for given block size B we build donut cells. For the analysis of our algorithm
we need an assumption on the block size B which is given in Section 4.2. Future research
is necessary to give an actual implementation of lines 5 and 6 of Algorithm 2.1 to construct
compressed quadtrees and to prove a bound on the number of I/O’s.

4.1

Build a compressed quadtree

In function BuildQuadtreeOneSlope of Algorithm 2.1 we build a compressed quadtree for
a negative slope subdivision. Suppose we have the negative slope segments showed in Figure 4.1(1). The segments are sorted in Z-order and we scan the segments into a Z-ordered
segment window SWindow of size B/2 + 1, as we did for δ-fat triangulations. Now instead
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Figure 4.1: Given block size B/2 = 2, the construction of a compressed quadtree for cell σ
containing segments A, B, C and D. The list (Original input F, Segment Window (SW) or
Boundary List (Blist)) on which a segment appears at some moment during the quadtree
construction is showed in subscript.

of recursively splitting a square into quadrants until we separated the segments in the segment window, we compute the lowest common ancestor of the segments inside the segment
window. The lowest common ancestor is computed from the Z-indices [dBHTT07] of the
first and the last segment in the segments window and it is the smallest canonical square
that contains all top- and leftmost vertices of the segments in SWindow (see lca(A, C) in
Figure 4.1(2)).
The advantage of this approach is that we immediately find a canonical square τ (in our
example τ =lca(A, C)) which quadrants split at least one top- and leftmost vertex of one
segment from the others (Figure 4.1(3)). Hence we do not need to store anything on the
recursion stack to find square τ . During the computation of the quadrants of τ we store
square τ on the recursion stack.
Once square τ is completely constructed, segments intersecting the lower or right boundary
of τ are stored in the boundary list (Figure 4.1(m)). The boundary list is explained in
Section 3.2.
We continue by scanning the next three segments from the boundary list. Then we compute the lowest common ancestor σ of the segments currently in the segment window (see
Figure 4.1(n)). Hence we split square σ (see dotted lines in Figure 4.1(o)). Special care
is needed for those segments intersecting two adjacent donuts (at the dashed part of the
boundary in Figure 4.1). We can not store all the segments of the first donut in memory
until we possibly merge it with another donut.
When we compute the quadrant that contains the already computed hole we see in Figure 4.1(p) that the donut has lower Z-indices than the already constructed hole. Hence
this donut is immediately finished. In general a donut could also be merged or split once
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we finished a cell. In Section 4.3 we describe the problems that occur when donuts are
merged or split.
Once we split a cell σ and compute the quadrants we do not yet output the Z-indices
of the quadrants. Suppose that B/2 = 2 then the lowest common ancestor of the segments
shown in Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b)is σ. The quadrants of σ are shown with dotted lines,
meaning that they are not yet written to disk. Only after computing the quadrants of σ
we can decide how we should split cell σ.
• If at least three quadrants of σ are leaf cells, that together intersect less than B/2 + 1
segments and the fourth cell is a leaf or split cell we output the Z-indices of the fourth
cell. In case the fourth cell is a donut cell we output the Z-indices of this cell only if
the donut together with the three leaf cells of σ intersect less than B/2 + 1 segments.
Otherwise we do not output Z-indices.
• If less than three quadrants of σ are leaf cells, we output the Z-indices separating the
quadrants of σ.
σ

σ

(a)

σ

σ

(b)

Figure 4.2: For B/2 = 2, a) three segments form a split cell, b) three segments form a
donut cell.
As we compare Figure 4.2(a) and Figure 4.2(b) we see that the exact type of cell σ
depends on the number of intersections of the quadrants of σ. In the first Figure there
exist no three leaf cells that together intersect less than B/2 + 1 segments so σ becomes a
split cell. Where in the second Figure such three cells exist and σ becomes a donut cell.
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4.2

Assumption for the block size B

To construct cells in general we allow at most block size B segments in one leaf cell. The
relation between the block size B and a λ dense subdivision is B = Ω(λ). In this section
we give an assumption for the minimum number of segments that should fit in B to I/Oefficiently build a compressed quadtree for λ-dense subdivisions.
For our compressed quadtrees we want to avoid the construction of many cells that intersect less than 3λ segments. Therefore we compress such cells when possible. Note that
this means that we allow segments to intersect donuts.
We call cells that intersect less than 3λ segments irrelevant cells. The remaining cells
are called relevant cells. We base this distinction on the definition of relevant cells used in
the previous algorithm of De Berg et al. [dBHTT]. They defined a cell σ relevant if at least
λ relevant bounding-box vertices intersect σ. In this definition a bounding-box vertex p of
segment s in σ is relevant if σ intersects segment s.
Now Lemma 4.1 proves that at most 2λ segments intersect a square σ that have no
bounding-box vertices inside σ. Hence a square τ that intersects 3λ segments must intersect at least λ bounding-box vertices and therefore it is relevant.
D1

σ

σ

D2

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: a) The diagonal is completely covered by disks D1 and D2 with diameter
width(σ). b) Segments intersecting σ of length larger than width(σ) can have no boundingbox vertices inside σ.

Lemma 4.1. Given a set F of negative slope segments with density λ. Then any square σ
intersects at most 2λ segments of F that do not have a bounding-box vertex in the interior
of σ.
Proof. Let D1 and D2 be two disks with diameter width(σ) and let the positive slope
diagonal of square σ be completely covered by the two disks (see Figure 4.3(a)). Due to
the λ-density of F at most 2λ segments with length width(σ) or larger intersect disks D1
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and D2 and thus also at most 2λ segments with length width(σ) or larger intersect the
positive slope diagonal of square σ.
At most 2λ negative slope segments of length width(σ) intersecting the positive slope
diagonal can have no bounding-box vertices inside σ. Any smaller segment intersecting
square σ must have at least one bounding-box vertices inside σ (see Figure 4.3(b)). Hence
any square σ intersects at most 2λ negative slope segments that do not have a bounding-box
vertex in the interior of σ.
Now we construct the compressed quadtree such that any three irrelevant cells within a
canonical square are merged into a donut. Also for any two donut cells d1 and d2 , where d2
is the hole of donut cell d1 , we merge the donuts of d1 and d2 together if both are irrelevant.
An irrelevant donut cell means that it has less λ bounding-box vertices in its interior. By
Lemma 4.2, to call a donut d of donut cell σ relevant it must intersect at least 13λ onetype-of-slope segments. Therefore Algorithm 2.1 constructing the compressed quadtree
assumes that at least 26λ segments fit in one block B (13λ for both the negative and the
positive slope segments).

Hole

Figure 4.4: The donut is covered by 6 different colored squares. Overlap of the squares is
shown with dotted or dashed lines.

Lemma 4.2. Given a set F of negative slope segments with density λ. Each donut d
intersecting at least 13λ segments is relevant.
Proof. Any donut d is completely covered by at most 6 squares (see Figure 4.4). Hence
by Lemma 4.1 at most 12λ segments intersect donut d without a bounding-box vertex
inside d. So donut d is relevant when at least 13λ segments intersect d. Then at least λ
bounding-box vertices are in the interior of donut d.
The maximum number of relevant cells in a compressed quadtree is 4n/λ = O(n/λ),
with n the number of segments in a low density subdivision. We think that by merging
cells and donut cells as described in Section 4.2 and under assumption that the block size
is at least 26λ, the number of irrelevant cells are reduced to a constant factor of the number of relevant cells. If the number of constructed cells is O(n/λ), then because each cell
intersects at most B (= Ω(λ)) segments the number of cell-segment intersections is O(n).
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4.3

Main problems

In our approach we try to immediately construct donuts when possible. That causes problems when we find out after constructing the hole of a donut cell that we must split the
donut. The segments intersecting the donut that were considered before constructing the
hole are not in memory anymore. The same problem could occur when we merge two
donuts. Then we do not have all segments available to store them together in one block.
A possible solution is; first to store donuts we encounter in two parts (before and after a
hole) and compute the Z-indices of all cells of our quadtree. Then we overlay the computed
Z-indices with the cells we constructed at first and compute the correct quadtree. Another
possible solution is to use the I/O-efficient boundary list to store the segments intersecting
part of the donut before the hole. Then when we consider the second part of the donut we
have all segments intersecting the donut available on the boundary list and we can decide
how to continue.
Another problem is shown in Figure 4.5 and involves the computation of the lowest
common ancestor. Suppose a cell intersects B/2 + 1 segments where one segment occurs
on the left boundary and the other segments are all close together at the right of the cell.
Then the segment from the boundary list causes the lowest common ancestor to be the
complete cell σ. Hence we recurse on the quadrants of cell σ. Then the segment from the
boundary list now lies on the boundary of the second quadrant. Again the lowest common
ancestor is equal to the complete cell (the second quadrant) containing all B/2 + 1 segments.
We see that the problem for which we introduced the lowest common ancestor, the arbitrarily large recursion stack, can still occur. Possibly we find a solution in an adapted
computation of the lowest common ancestor that ignores segments from the boundary list.
Except then we will construct cells that intersect less than B/2 + 1 segments and we may
find problems in proving a bound on the number cells.

σ

Figure 4.5: A hole intersecting B/2 + 1 segments. One of these segments also intersects the
donut and the left boundary of the donut cell. Recursively computing the lowest common
ancestor on these segments results in an arbitrary large recursion stack.
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4.4

Conclusions

In this chapter we described the main ideas behind how Algorithm 2.1 should be adapted
to build a compressed quadtree for low density subdivisions. We gave a solution for an
unnecessarily large recursion stack and described how we could decide when to construct a
donut cell. For the analysis of such algorithm we gave an assumption on the block size B.
We believe that the number of cells constructed by this algorithm is O(n/λ) and the number of cell-segment intersections is O(n). Still we need to implement the algorithm such
that it guarantees these bounds and constructs the compressed quadtree I/O-efficiently.
However we saw that constructing donuts in Z-order I/O-efficiently is not straightforward
and some segments can still cause an arbitrarily large recursion stack.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
The main goal of this project was to develop an I/O-efficient version of a quadtree for fat
triangulations and low density subdivisions. Also we wanted to compare, both theoretically and experimentally, our algorithm with previous algorithms.
For δ-fat triangulations, our algorithm constructs an I/O-efficient quadtree with O(n/δ)
cells and O(n/δ log(1/δ)) cell-segment intersections in O(scan(n/δ log(1/δ)+sort(n/δ)))
I/O’s. In comparison with the previous algorithm we have the same bound on the number of cells and we improved on the bounds of O(n/δ 2 ) cell-segment intersections and
O(sort(n/δ 2 )) I/O’s. The previous algorithm needs O(sort(n/δ log(1/δ))) I/O’s with the
improved bound. However our algorithm still has a better bound.
We obtained our bounds by bounding the number of cells intersected by a single segment. We showed that for one segment the maximum number of cell-segment intersections
is theoretically bounded by O(1/δ log(1/δ)) intersections. Our experiments indicate that
the bound for one segment is most likely tight. However, when considering the maximum
number of intersections of all segments in a δ-fat triangulation our experimental results do
not confirm that the bound of O(n/δ log(1/δ)) is tight.
When compared with the previous algorithm of De Berg et al. the experiments showed
that our algorithm constructs overall less cells and less cell-segment intersections. Especially for reasonable assumptions for the block size we outperform the previous algorithm.
For smaller block sizes the differences become smaller, however we proved that we never
construct cells that the previous algorithm would not have constructed. Hence we conclude
that our algorithm performs equally and often better than the previous algorithm.
In applications like navigation systems, the use of our I/O-efficient quadtree would considerably improve the number of I/O’s needed to perform tasks involving large amounts
of data. That immediately results in faster computation times when compared with nonI/O-efficient quadtrees and also when compared with the previous algorithm. However we
proved our results only for fat triangulations.
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Low density subdivisions are also often found in practice. We showed which problems
occur when we construct an I/O-efficient compressed quadtree for these types of subdivisions. Future research is needed to give an actual algorithm and to prove the I/O bounds.

5.1

Future work

We gave an I/O-efficient algorithm that constructs I/O-efficient quadtrees for δ-fat triangulations. However we do not know whether the upper bounds we gave are tight. We
also proposed some ideas of how to adapt the algorithm such that I/O-efficient compressed
quadtrees can be constructed for low density subdivisions. Here are some suggestions for
future research.
• We compared our algorithm with the previous algorithm only by the number of cells
and the number of cell-segment intersections. It would be interesting to experimentally compare the running times of the algorithms.
• We know that our algorithm is I/O-efficient with respect to the hard disk. For all
layers of memory we would like to investigate if our algorithm can be adapted such
that it becomes cache-oblivious.
• The upper bound on the maximum number of cell-segment intersections given in
Corollary 3.19 seems to be not tight. It would be interesting to improve the upper
bound or to prove a lower bound.
• For low density subdivisions there is no working algorithm. Hence based on the ideas
explained in Chapter 4 an algorithm should be constructed. Then it should be proved
that the number of cells and cell-segment intersections is most likely equal or less
than the previous algorithm.
For this, the following two problems must be solved.
– Cells can be split often due to only a few segments on the boundary list that
almost always intersect the quadrant that contains all segments we consider.
This can cause an arbitrarily large recursion stack.
– The donut of a donut cell consists of two Z-indices ranges. Segments intersecting
the first range can not be kept in memory due to the construction of the hole.
We must find a solution for how to I/O-efficiently compute the donut of a donut
cell.
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